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EDITORIAL

Knowledge Has No Borders

Javad Parvizi, MD
Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Rothman Institute at Thomas
Jefferson University, Philadelphia, PA, USA

I

t is my great honor to be writing this for the inaugural issue of the ABJS. I want to congratulate the editor and the
staff for launching this initiative. Although there are no
borders for knowledge, research, and education the current geopolitical issues has prevented some scholars in different parts of the world from being able to reach all. Iranian scholars have suffered such difficulty. Since leaving Iran
31 years ago, I have continued to be proud of my heritage
and have benefited from the friendship and mentorship of
many Iranian scholars. During my visits to Iran, I have also
interacted with orthopaedic surgeons and scientists. One
fact that has become clear to me is that Iranian orthopaedic surgeons and trainees are truly dedicated scholars with
immense potentials. They have clear vision and insight. I
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have enjoyed their probing questions posed with humility.
I am certain that given the degree of intellect, dedication, and commitment by the orthopedic community in
Iran, this journal will be extremely successful. I want to
congratulate the editorial board for their vision to generate this autonomous journal. I have no doubt that the ability provided to Iranian scholars to publish their work will
stimulate further research among the young generation. In
addition, providing this venue will allow the entire world
to benefit from the high caliber research that takes place
in Iran.
I want to congratulate the editor, Dr Ebrahimzadeh and
his staff for launching this journal.
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